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Abstract
This paper presents a collection of tools (and adaptors for ex-
isting tools) that we have recently developed, which support ac-
quisition, annotation and analysis of multimodal corpora. For
acquisition, an extensible architecture is offered that integrates
various sensors, based on existing connectors (e.g. for motion
capturing via VICON, or ART) and on connectors we contribute
(for motion tracking via Microsoft Kinect as well as eye track-
ing via Seeingmachines FaceLAB 5). The architecture provides
live visualisation of the multimodal data in a unified virtual real-
ity (VR) view (using Fraunhofer Instant Reality) for control dur-
ing recordings, and enables recording of synchronised streams.
For annotation, we provide a connection between the annotation
tool ELAN (MPI Nijmegen) and the VR visualisation. For anal-
ysis, we provide routines in the programming language Python
that read in and manipulate (aggregate, transform, plot, anal-
yse) the sensor data, as well as text annotation formats (Praat
TextGrids). Use of this toolset in multimodal studies proved to
be efficient and effective, as we discuss. We make the collection
available as open source for use by other researchers.
Index Terms: Multimodal Corpora, Analysis Tools, Virtual Re-
ality

1. Introduction
Acquisition of high quality, rich multimodal corpora of human-
human or human-computer interaction is desirable for the study
of interactive behaviour and communicative acts across several
modalities, as well as for modelling embodied conversational
agents (ECAs) geared towards natural interaction with human
users [1]. However, collection and analysis of such data is chal-
lenging, as there are several criteria to be met: Technical and re-
source challenges include sufficient coverage of a given setting
with multiple and diverse sensors, such as audio-visual (AV),
motion capture [2], eye tracking [3], 3D scanners [4], time-of-
flight cameras [5] and physiological sensors [6]; the overhead of
appropriately managing these sources; and the high cost of man-
ual segmentation and annotation of data, that often prohibits
large data sets [7]. Ensuring data quality typically requires so-
phisticated, expensive equipment, frequently accompanied by
proprietary software that has to be learned and poses file for-
mat and other compatibility problems. Naturalness of the con-
tent, which is highly desirable for studying human behaviour, is
challenged by the presence and type of sensors [8], which also
typically impose confinement to the laboratory or other secure
indoor locations [9]. Finally, re-usability requires appropriate
planning and additional resources to make a multimodal corpus
suitable for different studies [7]. The availability of acquired
data in compatible formats is an important issue.

In addition, analysis of multimodal data introduces fur-
ther challenges: synchronisation of sensory information, specif-
ically when sources are diverse in nature and recorded with
different sampling rates; aggregation of these data in a single
database, facilitating querying and retrieving information from
the various sources, specifying regions in time and space [10];
simultaneous visualisation of multimodal data for the purposes
of manual annotation, simulation or presentation [11]; and,
finally augmentation of data coming from separate sources,
which is currently possible for labelled segments [12], in order
to derive spatio-temporal relationships among moving agents or
objects (e.g. mutual gaze).

Existing approaches to multimodal corpus acquisition and
analysis attempt to address the above issues in different ways:
For example, synchronisation among sensors can be accom-
plished by recording a “clap” event visible/audible by all
sensors [5], or a time server shared by all sensor worksta-
tions [6]. [13] used the audio from a turn-table that was arti-
ficially scratched to synchronise AV and motion capture sen-
sors. On the analysis side, several approaches [2, 5, 12, 14]
used widely adopted tools such as Praat [15] and Anvil [11],
while others developed their own custom annotation and analy-
sis tools [6, 16, 17]. Our methodology, which we present here,
follows the paradigm of re-using widely tested freely available
tools, using custom modules to interface them with each other.

We will present these modules and the general architec-
ture in the next sections, separated into tools for recording and
tools for annotation and analysis, using the concrete setup in
our “multimodal interaction lab” (mintLab) for illustration.1 An
overview of this toolset is given in Figure 1. We close by de-
scribing some studies that we have already run using these tools.

2. Recording architecture (FAME.rc)
The recording architecture is centred around the Instant Reality
package,2 a VR engine with several distinct components. Two
of these, which are freely available for private use, are utilised
for recording mutimodal data: InstantIO, a data representation
framework which supports many different data types such as
numbers, strings, vectors or RGB images, is used to encode all
sensory information that is available in “stream” form, e.g. data
from motion capture equipment; and InstantPlayer, a 3D graph-
ics browser compatible with the standard VRML and X3D for-

1The mintLab is jointly run by the Phonetics and Phonology Group
(Wagner et al.) and the Dialogue Systems Group (Schlangen et al.) at
the Faculty of Linguistics and Literary Studies at Bielefeld University.

2IGD Fraunhofer, http://www.instantreality.org
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Figure 1: Overview of components of MINT.tools; our contri-
butions labelled in italics. Top middle shows photograph of ex-
ample lab setup; middle right shows corresponding VR scene,
visualising motion capture and tracking of head posture, eye
and gaze.

mats.3 The combination of InstantIO and InstantPlayer allows
real-time “pushing” of data into the VR scene (Figure 1).

Our contribution is a set of programs (we call this collec-
tion “FA3ME” or short “FAME”, Framework for Analysis, An-
notation and Augmentation of Multimodal Experiments), that
connect to sensor APIs and serve the sensor data in the format
expected by InstantIO. The latter already provides support for
a wide range of devices and it is easily extended to further sen-
sors. We have added device connectors for motion capturing via
Microsoft Kinect and eye tracking via Seeingmachines Facelab
5,4 and provide example X3D scenes that visualise them (pro-
viding a skeleton for kinect data, for example, and a head and a
gaze cone for the eye tracking).

This makes it possible to run each sensor and its dedicated
software on separate workstations, while data is transmitted to
the VR scene via LAN by means of the UDP protocol. In this
way, all streamed data is collected at a single point during the
actual recording, ensuring synchronisation without having to re-
sort to time servers or any other solution. At the moment, we
do not provide specific tools for synchronising audio and video
to FAME.rc; in mintLab, we record video and audio on digital
video tapes using synchronised cameras, linking to the FAME
timecode simply by video-recording a monitor that displays it
real-time. If cameras are available that expose their timecode, it
should be possible to link the VR environment and the camera
digitally; we have found, however, that our solutions works well
for our purposes.

FAME.rc of our tool set is a Java application (Figure 2) that
logs the streaming data to disk. It uses the InstantIO interface
and automatically captures and logs any data (or only selected
subsets of these) pushed into the scene via InstantIO. For writ-
ing to disk, an XML format is used which can be very easily
parsed and is thus highly portable between applications.

3http://www.w3.org/MarkUp/VRML, and http://www.
web3d.org/x3d, respectively.

4http://www.microsoft.com/en-us/
kinectforwindows/, http://www.seeingmachines.
com/product/facelab/, respectively.

  

Figure 2: Java logging and playback application.

The individual InstantIO sensors stream their data into a
dynamic hierarchical tuple-space of typed data (data cloud).
Adding support for new recording devices thus only requires
the creation of suitable, lean InstantIO device connectors and
no changes in the rest of the architecture. Adding additional
devices to a recording session only requires the instantiation of
one such connector per device. This makes the approach scal-
able to settings with many subjects or with complex spaces that
require many trackers for full coverage. Since AV recording
occurs in a separate circuit, the network bandwidth required by
each device is minimal (∼ 300 kbps), which renders network
capacity a non-issue for practical purposes.

Apart from the aggregation and synchronisation benefits
discussed above, the use of VR offers additional advantages:
real-time monitoring of the recording process is facilitated by
coding several input streams using the VR graphics. A straight-
forward example is the display of motion capture data using
graphical skeletons, but further information can be displayed
as well. For example, different levels of eye-tracking quality
are colour-coded in the scene shown in Figure 1 (green, yellow,
red). Information can also be printed in the scene in the form
of text; however, the GUI of the logging application can also
be used to inspect the values of data fields. We found that this
live preview of the captured data reduced much of the uncer-
tainty normally inherent in recording multiple sensor informa-
tion streams, each of which may fail individually and silently.
Finally, an important advantage of using VR is its utility in anal-
ysis, which is discussed in the next section.

3. Analysis (FAME.rp, mumodo)

The analysis tools that are part of MINT.tools comprise two
distinct modules, the VR environment as a means of visuali-
sation for the purpose of data annotation and augmentation, and
a python package for reading in and manipulating (aggregating,
transforming, plotting, analysing) recorded sensor data as well
as text annotation formats (e.g. Praat TextGrids). Both of these
are interfaced with the annotation tool “ELAN” [18], which has
been chosen both for its functionality as well as the availability
of its source code, which has made it possible for us to integrate
it in the MINT.tools workflow.
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Figure 3: IPython notebook visualising head gestures. The plots
show the up-down rotation of the head (left) during a “nod’
gesture, and the angular velocity (right).

3.1. Augmenting data using VR

Previous experience has shown the combination of VR with lin-
guistic research to be very promising [19]. In particular, VR
facilitates data augmentation, which allows automatic extrac-
tion of information about the interaction of modelled agents
and objects. For example, human pointing behaviour has been
assessed using such technology with the tool IADE [20] and,
similarly, human-human interactions have been re-simulated in
VR for the purpose of annotation of speech, gesture and gaze
[21, 22]. Following this paradigm, we employ VR to augment
data and detect events. For example, Figure 1 shows a dyadic
interaction between two subjects who are being tracked by two
Kinect and two Facelab eye-trackers. While the Facelab anal-
ysis environment provided by Seeingmachines only allows for
the modelling of static objects for purposes of gaze intersection
detection, the augmentation of motion capture data from one
subject and gaze data from the other in VR enables an automatic
annotation of whether either subject is gazing at the other. Such
derived information can automatically be turned into symbolic
annotation data (e.g., ELAN tiers), or can be made available for
manual annotation.

In order to make such derived information from VR avail-
able during annotation, we have integrated the logging/playback
application with ELAN, so that in effect the replay of the 3D
scene acts in the same way as a video integrated into ELAN,
and the 3D scene can be used as a basis for annotation. In-
stantIO also supports virtual sensor devices. For analysis, the
intersection tests in the virtual reality scene implement a vir-
tual InstantIO sensor and provide their results again within the
FAME framework. On the data-level, there is thus a smooth
transition between recorded data, manual annotations and auto-
matic annotations, such as the mutual gaze detector, based on
virtual sensors. Annotation using this toolchain offers new pos-
sibilities, as the immersive capabilities of VR (and the template
scenes that we provide) literally allow the annotator to “walk
around” in the scene, or even “look through the eyes” of a par-
ticipant.

3.2. Data analysis enviroment

The final component of MINT.tools is a package written in the
programming language Python (utilising a set of extensions for
scientific computing, most importantly scipy, numpy, pandas),

Figure 4: Plot of tracking data and transcription text (only
partly shown).

mumodo.py (for MUltiMOdal DOcuments). It is particularly
well suited for use in interactive Python environments such as
the IPython notebook, an example of which is shown in Fig-
ure 3.5

At the moment, mumodo.py offers (a) utility packages for
importing and converting data from the XML format of the log-
ger into the interpreter, (b) a set of functions that allow sim-
ple manipulation and visualisation in plots (e.g. Figure 4), and
(c) capabilities to remote control ELAN from the python in-
terpreter, in order to plot raw or derived data and simultane-
ously look at the relevant episode in the corpus, either on the
video/audio or in the VR scene itself. We are currently de-
veloping a formal corpus management component that reads in
corpus metadata and abstracts away from the way multimodal
information is represented in the file system.

Our aim is to provide a set of functions to cover the func-
tionality most often required in analyses of typical types of data
such as annotated intervals or streams of timestamped events.
However, the real power of this approach is the flexibility and
power provided by the use of a full programming language
(Python) which facilitates unlimited control over the data and
the analysis functions. This requires basic programming skills
on the part of the experimenter/analyst, which is however the
case also for other popular solutions, such as Matlab or R.

4. Experiences so far
We have so far recorded four collections of multimodal data
using the toolset described here. The first collection was per-
formed as part of an evaluation of the recording architecture
[23], and featured a listening task designed to elicit feedback
head gestures. The latter were manually annotated, with the
annotations validated by the tracking data.

The second collection, the Dream Apartment Corpus (DAP)
contains 9 dyads engaging in spontaneous interaction, in the set-
ting shown in Figure 1. The subjects were given the task to de-
sign a luxurious apartment in which they should co-habit, given
a substantial amount of money was available to them. This cor-
pus is rich in spontaneous speech, head and manual gestures.
An analysis of 3000 communicative head gestures has already
been performed and is published elsewhere [24].

The third collection features an almost identical setting but
with different tasks and the addition of another, quite novel,
sensor, namely breathing belts. The idea here is to study the
breathing patterns of the subjects during different points in the

5An online read-only version of this notebook can be found on
http://www.dsg-bielefeld.de/mint/mumodo demo.html
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Figure 5: Augmenting gaze data with moving objects in the PUT
corpus.

interaction, such as engaged periods, floor changes or attempts
to take to the floor, intra-sentence pauses etc. In the first task,
pairs of subjects are left alone in the lab and begin talking to
each other by themselves after short periods of time. The sec-
ond task is a negotiation similar to the DAP corpus, but involves
naming five ingredients in order to (hypothetically) market a
high-selling pizza. Analysis on this corpus is still in progress.

Finally, the fourth collection is a Wizard-of-Oz experiment
aimed at modelling reference resolution using speech and ges-
ture. Subjects are asked to achieve a target configuration on
a Pentomino board (Figure 5, by giving verbal instructions but
also pointing on the screen. The actions are performed by a con-
federate (wizard) who poses as the intelligent agent. The wizard
has access only to ASR text and a camera view as shown on the
left in (Figure 5, while it is possible to provide feedback to the
participant or ask for clarifications using a TTS voice. Dur-
ing data collection, the board state which includes the positions
of all objects at any given time (objects are dragged across the
screen with the mouse) is also logged in the VR scene together
with the tracking data. The same is true for the TTS and ASR
texts. In the currently ongoing analysis, data from the pento
board and the gaze tracker are augmented to determine which
object is being looked at, at any given time.

It turned out to be very straightforward to adapt the lab
resources to these different settings. Most parts of the archi-
tecture proved to be domain-independent, as was hoped. The
only things that needed to be adapted to each recording situ-
ation were the scene descriptions (x3d files) used in the visu-
alisation, as they need to represent the actual physical layout
of the recording situation (mainly, the position of the sensors).
But even within these scenes, the modularly structured template
scenes provided guidance on what needed to adapt and what
could stay constant. This was, most importantly, the definition
of how the sensor data / InstantIO interfaces with scene ele-
ments such as the skeletons. With experience gained through
each iteration of the architecture, adapting to novel settings be-
comes increasingly effortless.

5. Conclusions
We have presented a multimodal corpus collection, manage-
ment and analysis methodology that seeks to answer the chal-
lenges that all such endeavours face. The main advantages
are the modularity and scalability that make the toolset use-
ful in a variety of experimental settings. Corpora collected
using the methods described here were presented in order to
showcase the analyses made possible by the existing available
functionality. The different software modules are continuously

being developed; releases can be found at the following url:
http://dsg-bielefeld.de/mint/.
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